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Electronic structure and magnetism of Sr3Ru2O7
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The electronic structure of layered Sr3Ru2O7 in its orthorhombic structure is investigated using density
functional calculations. The band structure near the Fermi energy, consists of Rut2g states hybridized with O
p orbitals. Theyz andxz bands, which are largely responsible for the nesting related antiferromagnetic spin
fluctuations in Sr2RuO4 split pairwise into even and odd combinations due to the interlayer coupling reducing
the strength of the nesting. Thexy bands show much less interplanar coupling as expected, and also lessc-axis
dispersion, so that the barrel-like sections are largely intact compared to the single layer material. The zone
folding due to orthorhombicity yields small cylindrical lens shaped Fermi surfaces centered at the midpoints of
the former tetragonalG-X lines. Fixed spin moment calculations indicate that tetragonal Sr3Ru2O7 is border-
line ferromagnetic but that orthorhombicity favors magnetism via a substantial magnetoelastic coupling. These
results are related to experimental observations particularly in regard to magnetic properties.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.63.165101 PACS number~s!: 75.10.Lp, 71.18.1y, 74.20.Mn
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I. INTRODUCTION

Perovskite derived ruthenates (Sr,Ca)n11RunO3n11 with
nominally Ru41 in an octahedral O environment display a
extraordinarily varied set of physical properties. In the
series, the end members, SrRuO3 and Sr2RuO4 are, respec-
tively, an itinerant ferromagnet1–5 and an unconventional su
perconductor, widely thought to have triplet pairin
symmetry,6,7 possibly of magnetic origin.8–11 The Fermi sur-
face and momentum-dependent spin fluctuations play
roles in the pairing in such scenarios for superconductiv
The corresponding Ca end points CaRuO3 and Ca2RuO4,
which differ structurally from the corresponding Sr com
pounds only by moderate lattice distortions, are a hig
renormalized paramagnetic metal and an antiferromagn
Mott insulator, respectively.12–18The multilayer Ruddlesden
Popper compounds in the series show a wide variety of m
netic orderings, metal insulator transitions, and unus
transport properties, with sample dependence.14,20–25 Not
surprisingly, strong magnetoelastic effects are found
have been emphasized both theoretically5 and
experimentally.13,18,19

Density functional calculations of the band structure a
Fermi surfaces of superconducting Sr2RuO4 have been
reported26,27 and subsequently confirmed in detail by qua
tum oscillation experiments.28–30Angle resolved photoemis
sion spectroscopy~ARPES! experiments31,32showed features
very similar to those in the band calculations and quant
oscillation measurements but with small shifts. However,
cause of van Hove singularities near the Fermi energy, th
shifts drastically affect the topology. The Fermi surfaces p
dicted by band calculations arise from three bands, one e
from the three Rut2g orbitals hybridized with the in-plane
and, to a lesser extent, apical Op states.33,34 The Fermi sur-
face structure, which is highly two dimensional, thus cons
to zeroth order of planar sections perpendicular tokx andky ,
coming from theyz and xz orbitals, and a round cylinde
centered atG, derived from thexy orbital. These hybridize
and reconnect to form three sections, a circular cylin
aroundG and square cylinders aroundG andX. Strong nest-
ing features remain from thexz andyz derived sheets, which
0163-1829/2001/63~16!/165101~7!/$20.00 63 1651
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lead to soft spin-fluctuations aroundk5(2p/3a,2p/3a), as
observed in neutron scattering.35 We have pointed out
earlier9 that the interplay of these antiferromagnetic sp
fluctuations and a broad Stoner background, related to
proximity to ferromagnetism, may lead to competing ord
parameter symmetries. However, the situation may be c
plicated by magnetoelastic effects, that is, mixing betwe
spin and charge degrees of freedom, i.e., spin fluctuat
and phonons, which could modify the pairing interactio
perhaps favoring triplet symmetries though the physics
this is not well understood.

Perhaps the most similar compound to Sr2RuO4 is the
bilayer compound Sr3Ru2O7.36,37 It is closely related in
structure, highly two-dimensional and metallic. Cao and
workers reported ferromagnetism at 104 K with addition
lower temperature transitions,21 while other samples were
not ferromagnetic at these temperatures but exhibited tra
tions below 20 K.24,25 Meanwhile, Huang and co-worker
found no evidence for any long range magnetic order do
to 1.6 K ~Ref. 42! and Perry, and Ikeda and co-workers r
port that single crystals grown by a floating zone techniq
are paramagnetic, with strongly enhanced susceptibility
high Wilson ratio, leading to the conclusion that the mater
is on the verge of ferromagnetism.38–40 Initially, Sr3Ru2O7
was reported to be tetragonal,I4/mmm, similar to
Sr2RuO4.36 However, subsequent measurements reveale
least disordered rotations of the octahedra.41–43 Recently,
Shaked and co-workers43 have shown that the distortions a
ordered and refined the crystal structure into space gr
Bbcb with a rotation of approximately 7°. In contrast, s
perconducting Sr2RuO4 is stable in the tetragonalI4/mmm
structure, but has a rotational phonon mode that soft
steeply from theG point to the zone boundary interactin
with and crossing the acoustic branch@S3Eu , corresponding
at (p,p) to the main instability that produces the orthorhom
bic structure in Sr3Ru2O7].45

The electronic structure of Sr3Ru2O7 has been studied
using ARPES~Ref. 20! and density functional calculations46

and reasonable agreement was obtained, although not a
predicted sheets were resolved experimentally. Howe
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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D. J. SINGH AND I. I. MAZIN PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 165101
Perry and co-workers recently reported low temperature H
measurements on high quality (r res'2 mV cm) single
crystals that seem inconsistent with the calculated tetrag
Fermi surfaces.39 The purpose of the present paper is to
port density functional calculations of the electronic stru
ture, fermiology, and magnetic properties using the ort
rhombicBbcb crystal structure.

II. STRUCTURE AND METHOD

The calculations were done using the general poten
linearized augmented plane wave~LAPW! method including
local orbital extensions to treat the upper core levels
relax linearization errors.47,48 The calculations were don
within the local density approximation using the Hedi
Lundqvist exchange correlation function. Spin polarized c
culations used the same functional and the von Barth–He
spin scaling. Well converged basis sets and Brillouin zo
samplings were used, similar to those describ
previously.8,9,49Calculations for the ideal tetragonal structu
were based on the experimental structure of Ref. 36 wh
differs slightly from that used by Hase and Nishihara46

However, the calculated electronic structure is similar to t
obtained by them. The calculations for orthorhomb
Sr3Ru2O7 are based on the neutron data of Shaked and
workers obtained on samples that, similar to floating-zo
grown single crystals, show a susceptibility peak around
K presumably due to magnetism~but see below!.43 We find
that the Fermi surface near the center of the basal plane
is quite sensitive to the Fermi energy, especially for sm
sheets, as discussed below. As such, care was taken to o
the Fermiology for the orthorhombic case. In particular,
tested various samplings for the Fermi surfaces and vel
ties and found that a high sampling of 850k points calculated
by the LAPW method in the irreducible wedge of the zo
was needed. To obtain the plotted Fermi surfaces we u
two methods. The first was a symmetrized Fourier meth
interpolation on these 850k points,50 and the second a mini
mum contour curvature method, but no significant diffe
ences were found.51 The presented plots for the orthorhom
bic case were made with the latter.

III. BAND STRUCTURE AND FERMIOLOGY

The calculated band structure and Fermi surfaces of
tragonal I4/mmm Sr3Ru2O7 are shown in Figs. 1 and 2
respectively. As may be seen, they are very similar to th
reported previously by Hase and Nishihara.46 As mentioned,
the three Fermi surfaces of Sr2RuO4, which has one RuO2
layer per cell, may be regarded as arising from the three
t2g orbitals. Thedxy orbital gives rise to a round cylindrica
electronlike sheet centered atG ~Z! and thedxz anddyz or-
bitals provide flat sheetlike sections perpendicular toky and
kz , respectively, that after reconnection become square
lindrical sections aroundX andG along with strong nesting
To a first approximation, the Fermi surfaces of tetrago
Sr3Ru2O7 may be thought of as deriving from the six sam
bands ~three from each RuO2 layer! with bonding-
antibonding~odd-even! splittings44 due to the interaction be
16510
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tween the RuO2 sheets comprising the bilayer. However,
may be seen from the lack of fourfold symmetry around
X point in Fig. 2, there is morekz dispersion in tetragona
Sr3Ru2O7 than in Sr2RuO4, particularly for the even bands

There is an approximately square cylindrical hole poc
aroundX, deriving from the odd combinations ofdxz anddyz
orbitals. Another cross-shaped hole pocket arises from rec
nected sections of the Fermi surfaces of the even and
parity with the same orbital character. The even combinat
also provides the innermost cylinder aroundG, which similar
to the other threeG centered cylinders is electronlike. Th
second G centered electronlike cylinder is also main
dxz /dyz derived near the~10! directions, but is mixed with
thedxy character near~11!. The two remainingG/Z centered
cylinders are derived from thedxy orbitals, and have very
little even-odd splitting, in accord with their strongly in
plane orbital character. The three outerG centered cylinders
change topology as the electron count is increased as
touch along the basal planeG-Z lines giving rise to the van
Hove singularities seen aboveEF in the density of states, a
in Sr2RuO4. It is noteworthy that even before considering t
effects of orthorhombicity, the Fermi surface nesting is co

FIG. 1. Band structure of Sr3Ru2O7 in the ideal tetragonal struc
ture near the Fermi energy.

FIG. 2. Basal plane Fermi surface of Sr3Ru2O7 in the ideal
tetragonal structure. Note that because of interpolation in the p
ting program~even-odd! crossings that occur in this plane becom
very small anticrossings.
1-2
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ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE AND MAGNETISM OF Sr3Ru2O7 PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 165101
siderably reduced relative to Sr2RuO4. This is due to~i! the
even-odd splittings,~ii ! thekz dispersions, and~iii ! the strong
anticrossings of the evendxz /dyz and the odddxy bands. The
striking difference from Sr2RuO4 stems from the fact tha
nearest neighbor hopping betweendxz /dyz anddxy orbitals is
forbidden within a single layer, but allowed across the lay
in a bilayer. Adxz(dyz) orbital hybridizes with thedxy of the
opposite parity, and this is the strongest atk
5$0,p/a% ($p/a,0%). Correspondingly, the strongest disto
tion of thexz/yz band occurs near the~1,1! directions. Note
that additional hybridization between thexz/yz band and the
xy band~and the only one existing in Sr2RuO4) happens due
to hopping across the SrO layer. Depending onkz , this hop-
ping is of the same (kz50) or of the opposite sign with
respect to the intrabilayer hopping. This brings about an
ditional kz dispersion.

Given the reduced nesting in Sr3Ru2O7, one may conjec-
ture that the incommensurate antiferromagnetic spin fluc
tions seen in neutron scattering experiments35 on Sr2RuO4
may be considerably less prominent in Sr3Ru2O7. On the
other hand, tetragonal Sr3Ru2O7 is much closer to a ferro
magnetic instability. This is not surprising considering t
high value of the calculated density of states~DOS! at the
Fermi energy (EF), N(EF)54.5 states/eV Ru, compare
with 4.1 states/eV Ru for Sr2RuO4.27

Nonspin-polarized local spin density approximati
~LSDA! calculations for the orthorhombic structure yield
still slightly largerN(EF)55.0 states/eV Ru and the stru
ture of the density of states aroundEF is different ~with
larger magnitudes corresponding to slightly narrowert2g
bands, as shown in Fig. 3!. The result is a magnetic groun
state. However, before turning to the magnetic properties
discuss the electronic properties of the nonspin-polari
system. As the magnetism has substantially itinerant cha
ter ~see below! the nonspin-polarized electronic structure
expected to be a reasonable approximation for the param
netic phase well above any ordering temperature.

As a reference point, we show in Fig. 4 the Fermi surfa
of the tetragonal structure, but folded into theBbcb ortho-
rhombic zone. This zone is half the area of the tetrago
zone due to the cell doubling and is rotated by 45°. The m
striking feature of the folding is the development of cylind
cal lens shaped Fermi surfaces centered at the midpoin
theG-Z lines ~the midpoints of theG-X andZ-X lines in the
tetragonal zone!. These come from the twodxy circular cyl-
inders aroundG and the outer~odd! dxz /dyz cylinder.

One may expect that such folded Fermi surfaces and
ticularly the lenses should become observable in quan
oscillation experiments in samples with ordered orthorho
bic structures, and possibly in photoemission as shad
Fermi surfaces with strength related to the matrix eleme
produced by the orthorhombic distortion even in samp
where the distortion is not fully long-range ordered, as lo
as the in-plane coherence length is large enough~in analogy
with some of the cuprate superconductors!.52–55 However,
the actual distortion is a rotation of approximately 7°, whi
is not so small, and considerably changes the Fermi surf
beyond the naive zone folding picture.
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In fact, significant differences between the folded tetra
onal and calculated orthorhombic Fermi surfaces are fou
as shown in Fig. 5. Hybridization gaps open where fold
bands cross. As a result, the square sections around the
ter of Fig. 4, which came from the overlap of thedxy derived
bands, entirely disappear, while the larger square section

FIG. 3. Electronic density of states of ideal tetragonal~top! and
orthorhombic~bottom! Sr3Ru2O7 on a per formula unit basis. En
ergies are relative toEF .

FIG. 4. Basal plane Fermi surface of Sr3Ru2O7 in the ideal
tetragonal structure folded into the orthorhombic zone~see text!.
1-3
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D. J. SINGH AND I. I. MAZIN PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 165101
rived from the odddxz /dyz bands reconnects with the out
lens derived from thedxy bands. One can see remnants
this square in the dents near the tips of the outer lenses in
orthorhombic structure. Also two small circular electron c
inders are introduced around theG-Z lines, with hardly anyz
dispersion; these are the bottoms of thedx22y2 bands, which
in the tetragonal structure were located a few mRy above
Fermi level ~Fig. 1!. The lenses are now considerably d
torted, because of the abovementioned interaction with
odd combination ofdxz /dyz states, and because of the i
creased thekz dispersion~note the lack of reflection symme
try about the center line in Fig. 5!. Interestingly, this disper-
sion is concentrated mostly in small and/or heavy sectio
so the average~r.m.s.! Fermi velocity remains quite two di
mensional, i.e., vx'vy51.33107 cm/s and vz50.16
3107 cm/s. Within the constant scattering time approxim
tion this implies a resistivity anisotropyrc /ra'70 as com-
pared to the LDA value for Sr2RuO4 of '300, which is
known to be an underestimate relative to experime
Clearly, the bilayer compound is much more three dim
sional than the single layer one, and this, presumably, mo
it still further from an antiferromagnetic instability in-plane

Finally, it should be mentioned that, because of the
bridization gaps near the center of the Brillouin zone of F
5, the Fermi surface in this region is highly sensitive to t
band filling. This is illustrated in Fig. 6, where Fermi su
faces calculated with 5 meV upwards and downwards sh

FIG. 5. Basal plane~top! and midplane (kz shifted by 1/4, bot-
tom! Fermi surfaces of Sr3Ru2O7 in the experimental orthorhombi
structure. Note that the zone is rotated 45° with respect to the
tragonal and folded.
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of EF are shown, so that the thickness of the lines is
versely proportional to the local Fermi velocity. This is al
evident from the band structure, shown in Fig. 7, which fe
tures a complex of bands with avoided crossings nearEF
around the zone center~center of the longG-Z line!. Consid-
ering the fact that LDA calculations are sensitive to stru
tural details and in any case should not be relied on at th
meV level, the topology in this region cannot be decid
based on the present calculations. Because of this un
tainty, we cannot unambiguously match our results with
Hall measurements of Perry and co-workers,39 but the possi-
bility, suggested by them, that orthorhombicity provides
way of reconciling their measurements with band calcu
tions seems plausible. If we restrict ourselves to the ‘‘stab
sheets of the Fermi surface, we observe two electro
dx22y2 derived cylinders, the hole pseudosquare and the h
pseudocross formed by thedxz /dyz bands, and several sets o
lenses, all electronic. The complicated shape and chan
curvature of these surfaces prevents us from associating
volumes of these Fermi surface pockets with Hall numbe
The only conclusion we can draw is that there is no cl
way to guess the Hall conductivity from the electronic stru
ture of the corresponding tetragonal compound. Furtherm
as seen from Fig. 6, shifting the chemical potential by
little as 5 meV~corresponding to 55 K! drastically changes
the topology of the paramagnetic Fermi surfaces. The m
sage of this observation is that substantial and nontrivial te
perature dependencies of the Hall coefficient may occur
dependent of any anomalous Hall contribution.

IV. MAGNETISM

As mentioned, in the idealized tetragonal structu
Sr3Ru2O7 is found to be paramagnetic in the LSDA, but wi
a very high susceptibility. In fixed spin moment calculation
moments up to 0.6mB /Ru are induced with an energy cost
less than 4 meV/Ru—a number almost indistinguisha
from zero considering the accuracy of the present calc
tions. The orthorhombic distortion narrows thet2g manifold
and increases the density of states leading to a magn
ground state via the Stoner mechanism. Furthermore,
paramagnetic orthorhombic band structure shows extrem

e-

FIG. 6. Fermi surfaces of orthorhombic Sr3Ru2O7 as in Fig. 5
but with filled areas indicating the effect of 5 meV upwards a
downwards shifts ofEF .
1-4
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ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE AND MAGNETISM OF Sr3Ru2O7 PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 165101
flat bands near theX point ~see Fig. 6!, which create a low
weight but extremely sharp peak within a few K from th
Fermi level. Such a band structure is intrinsically unsta
against any symmetry lowering splitting of this peak, inclu
ing a magnetic instability. However, since the orthorhom
unit cell is already doubled, an antiferromagnetic instabi
would work just as well. There is nevertheless a strong r
son for the system to prefer the ferromagnetic coupling
plane. Generally speaking, the electronic structure of
based perovskites shows strong Rud O p hybridization and
this favors ferromagnetic couplings5 ~O p states have rathe
large Hund rule coupling!. Within a local picture, this ten-
dency may be viewed as resulting from the fact that
density of states has substantial O weight aroundEF and all
things being equal, this favors magnetic configuratio
where the O can polarize, i.e., ferromagnetism. Within
simple Stoner picture, this O contribution to the magne
energy is proportional to the square of the O contribution
the density of states aroundEF . DecomposingN(EF) onto
the LAPW spheres,49 we find 56% Rud, 20% plane Op, 2%

FIG. 7. Band structure of Sr3Ru2O7 in the orthorhombic struc-
ture ~top! and a blow-up near the Fermi energy~bottom!. All the
directions shown are in the basal plane. The shorterG-Z line is
@a,0,a/2.# (G-Z edge of the top Fermi surface plot, Fig. 5!, while
the longerG-Z line is @a,a,a/2# ~a diagonal of the top Ferm
surface plot!, andM denotes the point@0,1/2,0# ~midpoint of aG-G
edge!, all in reciprocal lattice coordinates.
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apical~rocksalt! O p, and 3% bridging~interlayer! O p, with
the remainder divided between other angular momen
characters~2%!, and the interstitial~17%!. Considering the
ionic radii, the interstitial contribution is likely more Op
than Rud derived, but in any case, there is substantial Op
involvement inN(EF) and this contribution is dominated b
the in-plane oxygen. Not surprisingly then, ferromagnetic
plane configurations are favored. We find a self-consist
ferromagnetic~FM! solution with a spin magnetization o
0.80mB /Ru and an energy of223 meV/Ru relative to the
nonspin-polarized case. Calculations were also performed
antiferromagnetic configurations with a (232) in-plane or-
dering, and having adjacent Ru ions in the two planes of
bilayer polarized parallel. However, no self-consistent m
netic configuration was found. Thus it may be concluded t
the magnetic characterwithin each planeis itinerant. How-
ever, calculations in which the Ru ions in a layer were f
romagnetically aligned, but the layers were stacked anti
romagnetically~so each bilayer had one spin up and one s
down RuO2 layer! did yield a stable magnetic solution~de-
noted AF-A in the following!, in this case with an energy o
220 meV/Ru and a Ru moment~as measured by the mo
ment in a Ru sphere! only 14% smaller than the ferromag
netic solution.

The energy difference between the FM and AF-A solu-
tions contains two parts, within the most simple model. T
first is the interaction between the two planes comprising
bilayer. This, in turn, has a ferromagnetic part originati
from the Hund rule energy on the bridging oxygen, and
antiferromagnetic superexchange. Based on the calcula
we conclude that the former is slightly stronger. In any ca
it is likely larger than the interbilayer coupling through th
rock-salt layers. This expectation is based on the geom
~hopping via two oxygens with unfavorable bond angles! and
the fact that thekz dispersion is considerably less than t
antisymmetric, symmetric band splittings due to the inter
tion between the planes comprising the bilayer.~Note that
the exchange constants are usually quadratic in hopping
the dispersion linear.! Further, we note that calculations fo
Sr2RuO4, which has similar rock-salt layers and, of cours
the same Ru valence, show a very weak, 0.1 meV antife
magnetic interlayer coupling.56 Now we speculate about th
consequences as they may relate to experiment in a li
scenario.

Supposing that the interbilayer interaction is antiferr
magnetic~as expected for a superexchange coupling! and
much weaker than the intrabilayer coupling, one may c
clude that the latter is ferromagnetic with a strength of or
3 meV/Ru. In this scenario, the ground state is antiferrom
netic, consisting of ferromagnetic bilayers, stacked antifer
magnetically.

This represents a conceptually interesting case for
Kosterlitz-Thouless theory of quasi-2D magnetic pha
transitions.57 The difference from the textbook case is th
the in-plane magnetism is itinerant; the same qualitative p
ture applies, still, and so the 3D long-range order~LRO!
transition temperature should be logarithmically suppres
compared to the ferromagnetic-paramagnetic energy dif
ence. We can safely assume that the interbilayer couplin
1-5
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D. J. SINGH AND I. I. MAZIN PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 165101
less than 30 K~the interplane coupling within a bilayer!,
probably very much less, thus bringing about a substan
Kosterlitz-Thouless suppression. One would, however,
pect strong itinerant spin fluctuations of ferromagnetic ch
acter in planes for temperatures well above the LRO tra
tion temperature; these should manifest themselves,
instance, in specific heat and magnetic susceptibility.

Very recently, Ikeda and co-workers reported a detai
study of single crystal floating-zone Sr3Ru2O7 including
magnetic susceptibility, specific heat and resistivity p
magnetic measurements under pressure.40 They report a sus-
ceptibility maximum atTmax516 K accompanied by struc
ture in the resistivity, but conclude that long range antifer
magnetic order does not set in, based on the high ne
isotropicx(T) belowTmax and thus that the ground state is
paramagnetic Fermi liquid on the verge of ferromagnetis
In fact, the measuredx(T) is ;15 times larger than that o
Sr2RuO4 ~Ref. 58! and at least as isotropic at lowT. Cer-
tainly, this is not expected with simple local moment order
magnetism, especially in a material with strong magne
crystalline anisotropy as is the case for magnetic ruthena3

However, things are less clear cut in the itinerant meta
scenario above. First of all, in the ordered itinerant ca
there is a Stoner continuum that contributes tox(T) along
the direction of the moments@the low x(T) direction#; nor-
mally this is a very small effect, but here the magnetocr
talline anisotropy is expected to be very large3 and the Fermi
liquid very soft as evidenced by the strong Stoner renorm
izations. Secondly, it should be noted that as long as
anisotropy is not in the trivialc-axis direction, the twinning
of orthorhombic samples will mean that there will be
orientation where the applied field is aligned with the m
ments, again presumably lowering the anisotropy ofx in the
magnetic state. However, both of these mechanisms for l
ering the anisotropy inx would require fortuitous strong
numerical coincidences to explain the observed isotropy
the measuredx in a magnetically ordered state. On the oth
hand, the measured temperature dependence of the two
ponents ofx is notably different, which is not simply antici
pated for a standard enhanced paramagnet either. Ano
interesting possibility is to associate the peak inx(T) not
with LRO antiferromagnetic ordering, but with a Kosterlit
Thouless type transition associated with the 2D bilayers
this case, there would be no long-range magnetic order
low the peak, though the weak interbilayer interactions co
hy

a,
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still yield a 3D ordered magnetic state at very low tempe
tures. This scenario would also provide a convenient exp
nation of the so called magnetic metallic phase in
Ca22xSrxRuO4 phase diagram betweenx50.2 andx50.5
where an unusual phase with a peak inx(T) is entered just
as the system reaches an incipient ferromagnetic instab
with x decreasing through 0.5.18

Finally, under applied pressures of 1 GPa Ikeda a
co-workers40 report evidence for ferromagnetism thoug
with small moments (M'0.08mB /Ru) starting at 70 K
based on magnetization measurements. While low mom
ferromagnetism with this Curie temperature cannot be
cluded, such a high ratio ofTC /M is unusual in traditional
materials. Weak ferromagnetism due to canting seems to
more likely and also fits better with our calculations. W
note that the ordering temperature in such a scenario wo
be sensitive to the out-of-plane superexchange coupl
which in turn is expected to increase strongly under press

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Density functional studies of Sr3Ru2O7 show a substantia
coupling of the electronic and magnetic properties with
octahedral rotations associated with the orthorhombic dis
tion. In particular, the Fermi surface nesting~already lower
than in Sr2RuO4) is further reduced and thet2g manifold is
narrowed leading to magnetic tendencies. Using the exp
mental crystal structure43 we find that the 2D RuO2 planes
form an itinerant system with ferromagnetic ordering tend
cies, and additionally that the coupling between the two s
planes comprising a bilayer is weak, but also ferromagne
We argue that thec-axis coupling between bilayers is weak
still and based on speculate that the magnetic chara
should be highly two dimensional, perhaps exhibiti
Kosterlitz-Thouless physics.
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